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Optimized for use as an eBook, this new 5th edition of SAT SUBJECT TEST BIOLOGY E/M

prepares students to succeed when they take the SAT Subject Test in Biology E/M (Ecology and

Molecular). The manual presents a short diagnostic test and two full-length Biology E/M practice

tests with all questions answered and explained. Straightforward study and test-taking strategies

guide students through test preparation. Also included are an overview of the exam, an extensive

subject review of all test topics and more than 350 practice questions and answers.
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Helped me study for the SAT2. I got above a 700. The book goes in depth when necessary is a

great studying tool. The practice tests are actually a little harder than the actual test but that just

makes it even better to study from. Great book, great condition, great results.

I bought this book and I've been studying for it for a couple weeks now, and although it provides an

okay summary of information, there are just so many mistakes.This book repeatedly spells ATP



synthase wrong (it's always spelled atp synthetase) and frequently contradicts itself. In the evolution

chapter, for example, it says that 99% of all creatures on Earth have gone extinct, and in the same

chapter says that 97% of all creatures on Earth have gone extinct. It kind of makes me wonder if I

got a legitimate copy of the book - surely Barron's isn't this careless.This is my first review, and the

only reason I wrote it was because it was just so bad. I've heard good things about the Princeton

Review version, so maybe try that? But do yourself a favor and never buy this lest you feel like

tearing your hair out.

It's good; its extremely factual and accurate to the test. But it seems a little too factual; feeling like it

almost just throws facts at u without easy-to-understand, reader friendly manner that Princeton

review does. For overall best results for SATII bio, u should get both these books, read the

Princeton book first, and use the Barron's to delve deeper into the information

I took this June 2017 as a sophomore in HS. I was definitely expecting a 720 on both biology and

math because of how much material I had to study. I did a few sections of the book each day for

25-ish days. When I got to the practice tests, I tended to score in the 600s for biology. When I got to

the actual test I scored a 770, so basically, this book is a lot harder in the practice tests than the real

thing, so it prepares you well. Same with the Math II book.

This review book is very effective in giving us all of the information required to score high on the sat.

I'd recommend reading this book like a novel, since you have to know a lot of broad information in

order to answer most of the questions during the test. Ap bio isnt needed for scoring high on this

test, as most of the problems are basic biology. Lastly, if you still have any doubts, I scored a 760

on the test with only the review book, so I highly recommend getting this book if you're taking the

sat.

Exam wasn't nearly as difficult as the book made it seem. It overprepared in some sense, yet

underprepared in other areas.

Got an 800 with only this book, take your time and go through it and it has EVERYTHING. If you

waste your time only doing practice tests from several different books and only skim the material,

you won't do as well.



Although this book presents a huge amount of information which, if all memorized and understood,

would undoubtedly lead to a high score on the SAT Biology Subject Test, the sample tests are not

rigorous enough and do not provide a realistic simulation of the actual testing experience. Studying

the old released tests would be much better preparation.
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